
Term 3 Update
This term has been 

dino-tastic! What a busy term 
we have had.  We have read 
some fantastic stories about 
dinosaurs and learnt lots of 

amazing facts!

The Year 1’s have worked so hard 
especially writing sentences which 
are super fun to read, make super 
sense and have cool capital letters 
and fabulous full stops!



In term 3 we have been writing lots about dinosaurs. We have 
retold ‘The Little Green Dinosaur’, wrote letters to T-rex like 
Max in Dear Dinosaur, we wrote all the facts we know about 
dinosaurs in our very own fact books and even wrote our own 
rhyming Dinosaur poems like Dinosaur Roar!



In Science this term, we have learnt all about animals! We know the difference 
between mammals, fish, birds and reptiles and we can also tell you about 
carnivores, herbivores and omnivores. We also learnt about animal life cycles - 
really though the best bit was analysing animal poo to see what we could find 
out…. (it wasn’t poo)



This term Year 1 have been learning all about numbers up 
up 50. We have been exploring them in many ways such as; 
counting in 2s and 5s, representing numbers as tens and 
ones, finding greater than ,smaller than and equal to as 
well as practicing our number bonds to 20. 



In Freeflow we have delved into the 
Earth’s history - did you know that 
Scientists believe the Earth is around 
4.5 billion years old?

Thanks to Mrs Tatham-James for 
bringing in your meteorite! No 
joke, this fossil is millions of years 
old… On that note, any 
rock/pebble/stone… also millions 
of years old!



In Forest School we have been den-building. We 
used last year’s Christmas trees to camouflage our 
dens. We created clay sculptures and, of course, 
we toasted marshmallows.  We have learnt to 
safely use a striker to make a spark to start a fire.


